
1. Inspired by the success 
of FFL Korea to green 
the country land scape 
where 61% of its land 
are covered by Forest.

2. Experts and public 
figures were greatfully 
to joint hand in hand to 
rebuilding the Indonesia 
Forest back to its 
glorious time

3. Founded in 2017

Main Concerns:
1. Rate of forest 

degradation is at 
alarming state

2. Productivity of natural 
forest is declining

3. Wood mills are 
diminishing

4. Public goods: supply 
declining-demand 
increasing

5. Need better public policy

The Founders: those who are 
committed to build Indonesian 
forest, including:

1. Former Member of Forest 
Reform Commitees

2. Climate Change Expert
3. Institutional Experts
4. Forest Hydrology Expert
5. Business/Interpreneur
6. Academician

Historical Background

Vision

“Great forest, Good Living”
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Priority Programme
1. Capacity building of the organization (FFL-I)
2. Develop partnership on Managing Degreded Catchment Area
3. Develop partnership on Organic Waste Management
4. Parnership on Development of Green City/Green island
5. Public education on forest

Mission
1. Strengthen public policy on forestry
2. Building social capital to highly value the forest 

function
3. Facilitate knowledge and technology transfer 

necessary to build forest
4. Pilot project on mangement of catchment area 

and organic waste

Objective
To support the development 
of forest and forestry to 
perform forest as life support 
system for the prosperity of 
the people and sustainable of 
nature
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1. Develop partnership on managing degraded forest and land
2. Develop partnership on organic waste management by using 
     bio conversion technology
3. Partnership on development of green city/green island
4. Public education on forest
5. Capacity building of the organization (FFL-I)


